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No. of stations - 2
Freshwater - 103 gal
Wastewater - 132 gal
Weight - 3,300 lbs
Wheels - 14” Aluminum
Axle - 3,500 lb Torsion

Selfie | 2 Station
The Selfie is a sleek, go-anywhere, do-anything, two-station restroom
trailer that comes with all the amenities of your very own bathroom and
the spacious, roomy interior is a pleasant surprise! Standard trailers come
complete with flushing toilets, stainless-steel sinks, wide counter tops,
mirrors, and bright ambient lighting. For those wanting to upgrade, add AC,
additional heat, a sound system, water heater or aluminum wheels.

8’10” | 9’11”
w/AC

5’2” | 6’6”

w/Steps Down

9’1” | 13’6”

w/Tongue

Selfie SLIM | 2 Station

Satellite Suites built the Selfie to accommodate small parties and events
up to 150 people. Using one simple electrical plug or the solar upgrade, the
Selfie can operate all day with a full fresh water tank. For larger and longer
events, hook the Selfie up to a fresh water source, electric outlet and
sewer drain, and party on!

At Satellite Suites, we want to make

*All Selfie models are available Internationally and in white or gray interior.

does this and more. When your customers

adding a trailer to your operation simple,
affordable and profitable. Selfie SLIM
experience the privacy and comfort of a
Selfie SLIM trailer, it will be the restroom

Selfie White Interior

they ask for when planning their next event.

Selfie POD | 2 Station
No. of stations - 2
Freshwater - 104 gal
Wastewater - 205 gal
Weight - 3,800 lbs
Wheels - 14” Aluminum
Axle - (2) 3,500 lb Torsion

Selfie Gray Interior
9’2” | 10’2”
w/AC

10’6” | 15’2”

satelliteindustries.com

7’7” | 8’8”

w/Steps Down

w/Tongue

No. of stations - 2
Freshwater - 94 gal
Wastewater - 132 gal
Weight - 2,820 lbs

The Selfie POD is becoming a popular
option when customers want a higher-end
portable restroom indoors or for long-

8’2” | 9’3”

term rental. Examples are remodeling of

w/AC

bathrooms in large retail stores, refineries,
vineyards and similar applications.

9’1”

3’6” | 4’7”

w/Steps Down

1.800.883.1123

